
 

 

Porto Palace Hotel Thessaloniki 

Porto Palace Hotel & Conference Center constitutes a unique hospitality choice in Thessaloniki. Housed in a historical 
building of 1913 and preserving its industrial architecture, Porto Palace Hotel stands out among other hotels in town. 

Rooms 

Choose among its 175 rooms, including Superior, Business Rooms and its luxurious suites, Executive, Presidential or 

Vice Presidential. All rooms offer numerous comforts. 

Measuring 19-24 m², Porto Palace Hotel Superior rooms offer you warm hospitality. They are naturally lighted and 
offer all the comforts for a wonderful stay in Thessaloniki. Each superior room features the following: Individually 
controlled air-conditioning (hot/cool), Mini Bar, working desk, Anatomic bed mattresses, Wide pillow range to choose 
(down pillows, feather pillows), Hypoallergenic linen and pillows (upon request), Slippers. 

What’s more: Satellite TV, Electronic door lock and room occupancy identification, Netbook-sized safe, Free and fast 
Satellite Wi-Fi internet connection, Direct Dial Telephone Line. 

Conferences / Social Events 

Porto Palace Hotel Thessaloniki hosts the largest business events, local or international congresses as well as social 
events (wedding or baptism receptions, anniversary dinners etc.). It features 5 fully equipped meeting rooms and 5 
large conference halls. Porto Palace Hotel is the only one in Thessaloniki which can host a 2500 participants meeting. 
The historical Grand Pietra Hall is the biggest conference hall in Northern Greece. 

Gastronomy & Facilities  

Porto Palace Hotel loves haute cuisine. It serves the best Greek breakfast in Thessaloniki and its menus are an 
experience you must taste! Visit our P-Bar and Zaytinya Restaurant. 

Escape in the city during the summer months, enjoying your coffee, have a drink, have a snack, have a suntan! The 
“refreshing area” is open to the public daily 11:00 – 19:00. Every night URSA MINOR’s bar & restaurant serves the 
most exquisite signature cocktails in the city, as well as culinary proposals that are made to marvel you 

PULSE Gym & Fitness Station is a specially formed training studio, which is constructed according to the highest 
technological standards. It includes a fully equipped gym, with treadmill, elliptical machine, exercise bike, multi 
machine, weights, sauna and Jacuzzi. 

PULSE Gym & Fitness Station functions daily 7:00-22:00, in order to offer to you a full range of fitness services all 
day long and it is designed to provide to every visitor a complete experience of relaxation and well-being. 

Directions 

Airport: 14 km 20min, Rail Station: 2 km 5 min, Bus Station: 1 km 3 min, City Center: 2 km 5 min, One Salonika 

Mall: 1 km 3 min, Central Wholesale Market: 4 km 8 min, Bank (Eurobank): 50m 1 min 
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